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Senior’s advice for freshmenSenior’s advice for freshmen
Sam Adams: “Sam Adams: “Sometimes you’ll Sometimes you’ll 
encounter people at the school encounter people at the school 
who are just wrong. It can be stu-who are just wrong. It can be stu-
dents or staff, but sometimes it’s dents or staff, but sometimes it’s 
easier to just ignore it than to try easier to just ignore it than to try 
and fight it. You can’t fix stupid.”and fight it. You can’t fix stupid.”

Malachi Thompson: Malachi Thompson: “ If you have “ If you have 
a problem go to the counselors for a problem go to the counselors for 
help; they will help the most.”help; they will help the most.”

Zach Crist: ”Zach Crist: ”If you show up to If you show up to 
school you’ll pass. That’s what I school you’ll pass. That’s what I 
did.”did.”

Riley Fuqua: “Riley Fuqua: “Don’t stress all the little Don’t stress all the little 
assignments. If you are deciding to do assignments. If you are deciding to do 
something fun with your friends or stay something fun with your friends or stay 
home and do homework, go out and have home and do homework, go out and have 
fun with your friends, you won’t get those fun with your friends, you won’t get those 
moments back.”moments back.”

Leah Hodgson:Leah Hodgson: “Have fun,  “Have fun, 
these 4 years will fly by. But do these 4 years will fly by. But do 
your work on time so you don’t your work on time so you don’t 
have to worry about not having have to worry about not having 
enough credits to graduate.”enough credits to graduate.”

Tina Pulley: “Tina Pulley: “Make friends Make friends 
with those who better you as with those who better you as 
a person. Friends will get you a person. Friends will get you 
through the trials of high school.”through the trials of high school.”
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Favorite Vacation Spots Mississinewa Students Have Visited or Favorite Vacation Spots Mississinewa Students Have Visited or 
Would Like to Visit in The Future.Would Like to Visit in The Future.
We asked Mississinewa students We asked Mississinewa students 
to vote on where they would like to vote on where they would like 
to go or have gone for vacation. to go or have gone for vacation. 
This is what they told us.This is what they told us.

According to our poll, the spot According to our poll, the spot 
that takes number one is Hawaii. that takes number one is Hawaii. 
Hawaii takes first with 17 peo-Hawaii takes first with 17 peo-
ple voting for it and is the main ple voting for it and is the main 
attraction for vacation.attraction for vacation.

Coming in second place in our Coming in second place in our 
poll is the famous spot of Italy. poll is the famous spot of Italy. 
In the voting Italy received 16 In the voting Italy received 16 
votes, making it the second fa-votes, making it the second fa-
vorite vacation spot.vorite vacation spot.

Tying with Hawaii is the Ba-Tying with Hawaii is the Ba-
hamas. The Bahamas received hamas. The Bahamas received 
17 votes and tied Hawaii for 17 votes and tied Hawaii for 
first place in our votes.first place in our votes.

Coming in third place in our Coming in third place in our 
poll is the nice city of London. poll is the nice city of London. 
London being a famous city, 15 London being a famous city, 15 
Mississinewa students would Mississinewa students would 
like to visit it in the future. like to visit it in the future. 

Coming in fourth place is the Coming in fourth place is the 
state of California. In our poll state of California. In our poll 
14 of Mississinewa students 14 of Mississinewa students 
have visited and would like to have visited and would like to 
visit in the future just because visit in the future just because 
of all of the tourist spots they of all of the tourist spots they 
have to offer.have to offer.

Coming in fifth place is the Coming in fifth place is the 
country of Greece. According country of Greece. According 
to our poll, 12 Mississinewa to our poll, 12 Mississinewa 
students would like to visit or students would like to visit or 
have visited Greece. Greece is have visited Greece. Greece is 
a very beautiful and this is why a very beautiful and this is why 
it is one of the top vacation it is one of the top vacation 
spots in this poll. spots in this poll. 

Coming in sixth place is the Coming in sixth place is the 
country of Ireland. In our poll, country of Ireland. In our poll, 
8 Mississinewa students voted 8 Mississinewa students voted 
they have visited or would like they have visited or would like 
to visit Ireland and Ireland has to visit Ireland and Ireland has 
some beuatiful scenery.some beuatiful scenery.

Coming in seventh place is Coming in seventh place is 
the state of Florida. 5 of our the state of Florida. 5 of our 
Mississinewa students voted Mississinewa students voted 
they would like to visit or have they would like to visit or have 
visited. Florida is a nice place visited. Florida is a nice place 
to visit and I can see why 5 to visit and I can see why 5 
people voted for it.people voted for it.

Tying for seventh place is New Tying for seventh place is New 
York City. According to our York City. According to our 
poll, 5 Mississinewa students poll, 5 Mississinewa students 
voted they have been to or voted they have been to or 
would like to visit New York would like to visit New York 
City. New York City has some City. New York City has some 
very good tourist spots for very good tourist spots for 
people who would like to go.people who would like to go.

Coming in eighth place is the Coming in eighth place is the 
city of Las Vegas. According city of Las Vegas. According 
to our poll, 3 Mississinewa to our poll, 3 Mississinewa 
students voted that they have students voted that they have 
visited or would like to visit the visited or would like to visit the 
city of Las Vegas.city of Las Vegas.

Coming in ninth place is Can-Coming in ninth place is Can-
cun. According to our poll, 2 cun. According to our poll, 2 
Mississinewa students voted Mississinewa students voted 
they have visited or would like they have visited or would like 
to visit Cancun in the country of to visit Cancun in the country of 
Mexico. Mexico. 

Coming in last place is the U.S. Coming in last place is the U.S. 
Virgin Islands. According to our Virgin Islands. According to our 
poll,1 Mississinewa student vot-poll,1 Mississinewa student vot-
ed that they have or would like ed that they have or would like 
to visit the U.S. Virgin Islands.to visit the U.S. Virgin Islands.
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What are you most excited about for What are you most excited about for 
the upcoming school year?the upcoming school year?

Amia Weeks:Amia Weeks:
“Working on my AP “Working on my AP 

art portfolio”art portfolio”

Taylor Huffman:Taylor Huffman:
“ Homecoming”“ Homecoming”

Collin Lee:Collin Lee:
““Credit RecoveryCredit Recovery””

Kyren McComas:Kyren McComas:
“Football games and “Football games and 

wrestling meets”wrestling meets”

Ethan Cannon:Ethan Cannon:
“E-sports “E-sports 

Tournaments”Tournaments”

Daryan SearsDaryan Sears
“Graduating”:“Graduating”:

Dayton North:Dayton North:
“School “School 

Musicals”Musicals”

Veronica Tucker:Veronica Tucker:
“The Spicy “The Spicy 
Chickens”Chickens”
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These are the school yearbook and newspaper staffs. These are the school yearbook and newspaper staffs. 
Mr.  Galbraith is the teacher/adviser for both staffs. In Mr.  Galbraith is the teacher/adviser for both staffs. In 
yearbook, you’ll find yourself going around the school, yearbook, you’ll find yourself going around the school, 
taking some pictures of students having fun, or doing taking some pictures of students having fun, or doing 
activities to be put in the yearbook. In the newspaper, activities to be put in the yearbook. In the newspaper, 
we report on things that happen at our school, or in our we report on things that happen at our school, or in our 
town. We include students in our newspaper,  Senior town. We include students in our newspaper,  Senior 
Spotlights being a popular one.Spotlights being a popular one.

This is Sra. Ellis with the Spanish Club. In the Span-This is Sra. Ellis with the Spanish Club. In the Span-
ish Club, you’ll meet in her room after the 2:30 bell ish Club, you’ll meet in her room after the 2:30 bell 
rings, and stay until  about 3:30. You’ll celebrate rings, and stay until  about 3:30. You’ll celebrate 
Spanish culture and participate in arts and crafts. Spanish culture and participate in arts and crafts. 
Come join Sra. Ellis and her students after school Come join Sra. Ellis and her students after school 
for these activities and more.for these activities and more.

In FFA, you’ll do many activities, from cattle judging In FFA, you’ll do many activities, from cattle judging 
to learning about car engines.  In FFA, they have school to learning about car engines.  In FFA, they have school 
trips that youll go on to agriculture events. In one event trips that youll go on to agriculture events. In one event 
that I attended last year, we went to Kentucky and went that I attended last year, we went to Kentucky and went 
to a farmers’ convention, and afterwards, we watched a to a farmers’ convention, and afterwards, we watched a 
tractor pull. You’ll never be able to tell what exactly the tractor pull. You’ll never be able to tell what exactly the 
next activity is. It’s a great club for all people.next activity is. It’s a great club for all people.

School Clubs and OrganizationsSchool Clubs and Organizations

Tribe TV is a student-driven media production.                 Tribe TV is a student-driven media production.                 
Mr. Gowan empower students to take control of the media       Mr. Gowan empower students to take control of the media       
technologies available to them. They livestream sporting technologies available to them. They livestream sporting 
events, create podcasts, use photography and video, and events, create podcasts, use photography and video, and 
even create weekly newscasts for the school. They want to even create weekly newscasts for the school. They want to 
enhance our students’ understanding of video and radio enhance our students’ understanding of video and radio 
production in today’s world.production in today’s world.

These are just a few of the clubs and organizations we have at MHS we will be going over more 
in the next issue.
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Platform(s): PS4, PS5, Xbox One, Platform(s): PS4, PS5, Xbox One, 
Xbox Series X, PCXbox Series X, PC
Release date: October 12, 2021Release date: October 12, 2021

Left 4 Dead 3 in all but name, Back Left 4 Dead 3 in all but name, Back 
4 Blood is the same four-player co-4 Blood is the same four-player co-
op zombie experience that you’d op zombie experience that you’d 
expect from the Valve series - just expect from the Valve series - just 
without the Valve involvement. We without the Valve involvement. We 
dove into the game’s recent alpha dove into the game’s recent alpha 
and can confirm it has the same and can confirm it has the same 
frantic energy as the Left 4 Dead frantic energy as the Left 4 Dead 
games, the humor, distinctive style, games, the humor, distinctive style, 
and of course, lots and lots of zom-and of course, lots and lots of zom-
bies. It’s going to be beautiful chaos.bies. It’s going to be beautiful chaos.

Most AnticipatedMost Anticipated  Games Releasing in 2021/2022Games Releasing in 2021/2022

Platform(s): PC, PS5, PS4, Xbox Series X, Xbox Platform(s): PC, PS5, PS4, Xbox Series X, Xbox 
OneOne
Release date: November 5, 2021Release date: November 5, 2021

Call of Duty: Vanguard is taking us back to Call of Duty: Vanguard is taking us back to 
WW2, with its campaign following the stories WW2, with its campaign following the stories 
of four characters based on real fighters - Sgt. of four characters based on real fighters - Sgt. 
Arthur Kingsley, of Britain’s 9th Parachute Arthur Kingsley, of Britain’s 9th Parachute 
Battalion; Captain Wade Jackson, of the US’s Battalion; Captain Wade Jackson, of the US’s 
Scouting Squadron Six; Second Lieutenant Lu-Scouting Squadron Six; Second Lieutenant Lu-
cas Riggs, of Australia’s 20th Battalion; and Lt. cas Riggs, of Australia’s 20th Battalion; and Lt. 
Polina Petrova, of the Soviet 138th Rifle Divi-Polina Petrova, of the Soviet 138th Rifle Divi-
sion. It looks set to explore the horrors of war sion. It looks set to explore the horrors of war 
from the perspective of some of the untold sto-from the perspective of some of the untold sto-
ries of that time, and is probably one of the best ries of that time, and is probably one of the best 
looking new-gen games yet.looking new-gen games yet.

Platform(s): PC, PS4, Xbox OnePlatform(s): PC, PS4, Xbox One
Release date: December 7, 2021 Release date: December 7, 2021 

No calendar is complete without a zombie No calendar is complete without a zombie 
game or two on the horizon, and Dying game or two on the horizon, and Dying 
Light 2 has a good chance of being the only Light 2 has a good chance of being the only 
zombie game you’ll need for the foreseeable zombie game you’ll need for the foreseeable 
future. Techland got off to fantastic start future. Techland got off to fantastic start 
with the original Dying Light in 2015, and with the original Dying Light in 2015, and 
its sequel intends to healthily expand those its sequel intends to healthily expand those 
parameters in every regard. With its reac-parameters in every regard. With its reac-
tive world, branching narrative, finessed tive world, branching narrative, finessed 
combat, and radically upgraded visuals, combat, and radically upgraded visuals, 
Dying Light 2 is everything you could hope Dying Light 2 is everything you could hope 
for in one, beautifully apocalyptic package, for in one, beautifully apocalyptic package, 
and then some. There’s no release informa-and then some. There’s no release informa-
tion as of yet, but our barbed wire baseball tion as of yet, but our barbed wire baseball 
bats are already prepared and eager for bats are already prepared and eager for 
zombie blood.zombie blood.

Call of Duty VanguardCall of Duty Vanguard Back 4 BloodBack 4 Blood Dying Light 2:Stay HumanDying Light 2:Stay Human

Platform(s): PC, Xbox One, Xbox Series XPlatform(s): PC, Xbox One, Xbox Series X
Release date: December 8, 2021Release date: December 8, 2021

Bearing a curious new sub-header and running on a brand new game Bearing a curious new sub-header and running on a brand new game 
engine known as Slipspace, the first Halo Infinite trailer almost seems engine known as Slipspace, the first Halo Infinite trailer almost seems 
to suggest that Master Chief’s next adventure will have MMO qualities to suggest that Master Chief’s next adventure will have MMO qualities 
to it, or at least be more open-ended and sandbox-like in flavour. That to it, or at least be more open-ended and sandbox-like in flavour. That 
instantly familiar shot of his armour also teases a potential technologi-instantly familiar shot of his armour also teases a potential technologi-
cal downgrade for everyone’s favourite Spartan, though plot details cal downgrade for everyone’s favourite Spartan, though plot details 
remain threadbare for now. MMO or otherwise, Halo: Infinite could remain threadbare for now. MMO or otherwise, Halo: Infinite could 
just be the Halo comeback we’ve all been waiting for.just be the Halo comeback we’ve all been waiting for.

Halo InfiniteHalo Infinite
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Dylan WarrenDylan Warren
Advice:Advice:
“Make the best of a situa-“Make the best of a situa-
tion with what you have. tion with what you have. 
You can't always solve You can't always solve 
a problem instantly or a problem instantly or 
have the best outcome, have the best outcome, 
but what you do in those but what you do in those 
instances shapes who you instances shapes who you 
are as a person and will are as a person and will 
give you memories that give you memories that 
last forever.”last forever.”

Cierra CampbellCierra Campbell
Advice:Advice:
“Whatever storm comes “Whatever storm comes 
across your path, remem-across your path, remem-
ber that the storm will ber that the storm will 
pass and there’s a rainbow pass and there’s a rainbow 
after every storm. I’ve after every storm. I’ve 
reached my rainbow, and reached my rainbow, and 
so can you!”so can you!”

Ary’onna WesleyAry’onna Wesley
 Advice: Advice:
“Congratulations to all “Congratulations to all 
of you for graduating. of you for graduating. 
Always follow your Always follow your 
dreams!” dreams!” 

Kaycee Revis Kaycee Revis 
 Advice: Advice:
“Make memories and “Make memories and 
keep your grades up.”keep your grades up.”

Cadance OrmsbyCadance Ormsby
 Advice: Advice:
“Always be curious. Nev-“Always be curious. Nev-
er quit your pursuit for er quit your pursuit for 
knowledge. Although high knowledge. Although high 
school may be coming school may be coming 
to an end, your journey to an end, your journey 
through learning has only through learning has only 
just begun.”just begun.”

Emily Arguijo Emily Arguijo 
 Advice: Advice:
“My advice to the seniors “My advice to the seniors 
is to make your dreams is to make your dreams 
come true and to not give come true and to not give 
up on what you want for up on what you want for 
your future.”your future.”

Here is some advice the Here is some advice the 
juniors, sophomores juniors, sophomores 
and freshmen gave to and freshmen gave to 
the seniors.the seniors.


